Abstract. A functional machine is not only an assembly of parts, but also an assembly of processes. The processing of each part must obey laws that respect to the property of this part. For example, building any kind of computer entails selecting appropriate components and assembling their properties to function in computation. Here, we describe computation using a DNA strand as the basic unit and we have used this unit to achieve the function of multiplication. We exploit the phenomenon of DNA hybridization, in which each strand can represent two individual units that can pair to form a single unit. We represent the numbers we multiply in binary, with different lengths representing each digit present in the number. In principle, all combinations of the numbers will be present in solution. Following hybridization, there is present a collection of duplex molecules that are tailed by single-stranded ends. These intermediates are converted to fully duplex molecules by filling in the ends with DNA polymerase. The lengths that are present represent the digits that are present, and they may be separated by denaturing PAGE. The results give a series of bands for each power of two. The number of bands in the size domain for a particular power of two is converted to binary and the sum of all present bands is then added together. Experimentally, the result of this process always yields the correct answer.
Introduction
If we think of mathematics as an abstract space and our world as a real space, processes in mathematical space might find mirrors in various features of real space as phenomena. In that case, if the objects in a real phenomenon also could mirror the objects in a mathematical process, we can use that real phenomenon to simulate a mathematical process. Here, we show that the phenomenon of DNA hybridization can be used to mirror bit-wise multiplication, and that complementary DNA strands themselves can mirror the two multipliers in this process. We have engineered DNA strands to perform multiplication in a test-tube and we demonstrate the results by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
In the work presented here, multiplication is processed as binary numbers. A number is represented by binary bits that are themselves represented by a set of DNA strands. Each DNA bit is a DNA single strand. A ''1'' is represented by the presence of the strand in the experiment, and a ''0'' is represented by its absence. In this multiplication protocol, only two numbers can be multiplied at once, and they are represented by two complementary DNA strands with overhangs.
We use different lengths of DNA strand overhangs to represent different bits. These are shown in Figure 1 . To show the results, . Note that the lengths of the blunt strands correspond to the lengths of product bits.
GANG WU AND NADRIAN C. SEEMAN conveniently, we designed the interval length of neighboring bits as 10 base pairs, so it is easy to use commercially-available 10 base-pair DNA ladder markers to reveal the result. We call one number to be multiplied the ''Watson number'', and the other number to be multiplied the ''Crick number''. To demonstrate the multiplication process in Figure 1 , we use four DNA strands to represent four bits, thus performing a 4-bit binary multiplication. The first bit of each number is 10 nucleotides (W1 and C1). The second bit, for the ''Watson'' set (W2), is 22 nucleotides; for the ''Crick'' set (C2), 20 nucleotides. The third bit, for the ''Watson'' set (W3), is 34 nucleotides; for the ''Crick'' set (C3), 30 nucleotides. The fourth bit, for the ''Watson'' set (W4), is 46 nucleotides; for the ''Crick'' set (C4), 40 nucleotides.
That the two sets of DNA bits contain complementary regions means they are complementary on the ten 3¢ base pairs, and the sequences of this part of DNA are all the same for every bit in the same set. Thus, for the first bit, the two strands are fully complementary to each other, but for others, this is not the case. Another point is that each bit of the Watson number can complement any bits of the Crick number. Therefore, if the nth bit is not opposite the nth bit, the complementation is not complete. It will contain 5¢ overhangs on one side or on both sides.
As noted above, the value of a particular DNA bit is represented by the presence or absence of that DNA single strand. Present means ''1''; absent means ''0''. Consequently, when we do the calculation, the first step is to select proper DNA single strands to stand for the numbers. For example, if we want to calculate ''1010'' times ''1011'', we select DNA strands W2 and W4 in the ''Watson'' set ( Figure 1a ) and DNA strands C1, C2 and C4 in the ''Crick'' set ( Figure 1b ). Zeroes are represented by omitting the corresponding strand.
The next step is to do the calculation. How do we do the calculation? We just mix the selected DNA strands together. They all contain complementary segments, so they find their partners automatically.
The next step is extension by DNA polymerase. It fills in the 5¢ overhangs to form blunt ends. This key process combines two input multiplicand strands to form a product strand, whose length represents the position of the product bit. After hybridization, the two single strands from the Watson and Crick numbers extend to the new length in different directions to produce the desired length. The positions of the product bits can be established and identified using denaturing gel electrophoresis, by comparing the mobilities (directly related to lengths) of the filled-in duplex molecules with a standard 10-nucleotide ladder. One need only recognize the correspondence of the bands with the binary numbers. An example illustrating the multiplication process is shown in Figure 2 .
We use different strand lengths to represent the same bit in different numbers so as to resolve the results coming from different sources. For example, in the calculation of ''11'' times ''11'' shown in Figure 2 , the result is ''121'' before carrying it to its ultimate result ''1001''. There are two different sources for the second bit. One comes from the first bit of the ''Watson'' number multiplier combined with the second bit of the ''Crick'' number. The other comes from the second bit of the ''Watson'' number multiplier and the first bit of the ''Crick'' number. If we don't separate the strands, we don't know if the result is ''2'' or ''1'', in the absence of band density quantitation. When the second bit of a different number has a different length, it will give two bands, one corresponding to 22 nucleotides, and the other to 20 nucleotides; thus, we know it is ''2'', not ''1''. This is not the only way to identify results from different sources. As we note below in the discussion section, there are other ways to identify this difference, which may be more powerful and scalable. For now, we use this special method to simplify the process and focus on the concept of our method.
Carrying is basically an addition process, which is different from a multiplication process, and this method cannot do it. Thus, in the end, we have to do the carry operations manually after analyzing the gel; nevertheless, the principle of multiplication is represented by the process we describe.
Materials and methods

Design of the DNA bits
Sequences have been designed with the program SEQUIN (Seeman, 1990 (40) 2.1.1. Synthesis and purification of DNA All DNA strands were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., 1710 Commercial Park, Coralville, IA 52241. All strands have been purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Hybridization
For each computation, the strands of the two numbers to be multiplied were dissolved in aqueous solution to a concentration of 1.5--4 lM for each expected species of double stranded DNA molecule. The solution was heated to 90°C for 5 min, and cooled to room temperature. Polymerase buffer is added to the solution, which is then treated with DNA Polymerase I for the extension reaction.
DNA polymerase I extension
The extension solution contains 1 mM dNTP (BioLabs), 1X EcoPol Buffer (BioLabs) [consisting of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl 2 , 7.5 mM dithiothreitol], and 3$5 units of DNA Polymerase I Klenow fragment (BioLabs). The solution is mixed gently by flipping the outside bottom of the tube by one's finger, and is then incubated at room temperature for 30-60 min. The solution is mixed by flipping the tube every 3-5 min to increase the efficiency of the extension. The solution is evaporated to dryness after the extension is finished.
Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
The sample is dissolved to a concentration of 5lM in a solution containing 50% glycerol, 40 mM Tris base (pH 8.0), 20 mM Acetic Acid, 1 mM EDTA, and is vortexed to dissolve the DNA; it is run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel at 55°C. The gel contains 8.3 M urea and 14% acrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide). The running buffer consists of 100 mM Tris (pH 8.3), 89 mM boric acid, and 2 mM EDTA (TBE). Gels were run on an IBI model STS 45 electrophoresis unit at 70 W (50 V/cm), constant power. Following electrophoresis, the gel is stained with a solution of 0.01% Stains-All dye for 5 min. Excess dye is washed away by tap water. The dyed DNA bands on the gel were scanned by an Epson perfection 1660 scanner. Figure 3a shows the results of multiplying a single digit times single digit. Here, we fixed the ''Watson'' number as always ''1000'' (46 nucleotides), which contained only one single strand, the one representing the fourth digit. By using various single strands in the ''Crick'' number to represent ''1'' (10 nucleotides), ''10'' (20 nucleotides), ''100'' (30 nucleotides), and ''1000'' (40 nucleotides), as well as a collection of all of these single strands representing ''1111'', we obtained the answer ''1000'' (46 base pairs), ''10000'' (56 base pairs), ''100000'' (66 base pairs), ''1000000'' (76 base pairs), and ''1111000' ' (46, 56, 66 , and 76 base pairs) respectively, which are correct. Figure 3b shows the result of a multiple digit ''Watson'' number times a multiple digit ''Crick'' number. The ''Watson'' number contains two single strands, representing the second digit (22 nucleotides) and the fourth digit (46 nucleotides). The ''Crick'' number contains three single strands, representing the first digit (10 nucleotides), the second digit (20 nucleotides) and the fourth digit (40 nucleotides). The result contains six bands, corresponding to 22, 32, 46, 52, 56, and 76 nucleotide pairs, which totally represent the answer 1021110. By converting to standard form of 1101110, the correct answer is obtained. 
Results
Single digit multiplication
Multiple digit multiplication
Multiplication of even numbers 1110 and 1100
The purpose of this experiment is to check the computation for the numbers which lack both of the lower position digits. Since the DNA single strands corresponding to the first digit are fully complementary to the DNA single strands corresponding to any other digits, lack of such single strands may affect the process of hybridization or extension. The result (Figure 4b ) is seen correctly to be 1221000, which shows that the lack of the first digit strands has no effect on the process. 3.5. More square computations Figure 5 shows more square computations, containing both odd numbers and even numbers. Lanes 1-8 correspond to the square computations of 1001, 1011, 1101, 111, 101, 110, 11 and 1100 . They all demonstrate the correct answers, which are 1002001, 1022121, Figure 5 . Further DNA multiplication. Lane 1 calculates 1001 Â 1001 by strands W1, W4, C1, and C4 (all 10 pmol), and gets the result 1002001. Lane 2 calculates 1011 Â 1011 by strands W1, W2, W4, C1, C2 and C4 (all 15 pmol), and gets the result 1022121. Lane 3 calculates 1101 Â 1101 by strands W1, W3, W4, C1, C3, and C4 (all 15 pmol), and gets the result 1212201. Lane 4 calculates 111 Â 111 by strands W1, W2, W3, C1, C2 and C3 (all 15 pmol), and gets the result 12321. Lane 5 calculates 101 Â 101 by strands W1, W3, C1, and C3 (all 10 pmol), and gets the result 10201. Lane 6 calculates 110 Â 110 by strands W2, W3, C2 and C3 (all 10 pmol), and gets the result 12100. Lane 7 calculates 11 Â 11 by strands W1, W2, C1, and C2 (all 10 pmol), and gets the result 121. Lane 8 calculates 1100 Â 1100 by strands W3, W4, C3, and C4 (all 10 pmol), and gets the result 1210000. The extension solution volume for lane 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 is 1...L, and for lane 2, 3, and 4 is 20 lL. Lanes M are marker lanes containing 3 lg of a 10 base-pair DNA ladder (Invitrogen). The contrast of the bottom part of the gel is enhanced to make the relatively weak bands visible.
1212201, 12321, 10201, 12100, 121 and 1210000, respectively. After converting to the standard version, they are 1010001, 1111001, 10101001, 110001, 11001, 100100, 1001 and 10010000, respectively.
Discussion
4.1. Multiplying using DNA DNA computation, pioneered by Adleman's solution of a Hamiltonian path problem using DNA (Adleman, 1994) , has been developing for over a decade. NP-complete problems have been the major focus in the field of DNA computation, and SAT problems were specifically addressed after Lipton's work (Lipton, 1995) demonstrating parallel computation using DNA molecules (Faulhammer et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000; Sakamoto et al., 2000; Braich et al., 2002) . Generally, this kind of computation involves establishing a DNA library system to include all possible answers, then finding a way to select the right answer, using biomolecular techniques. The answer is already in the library, the size of which theoretically restricts the power of the technology. Another type of computation is the kind where the answer is in principle not known before the computation. Guarnieri et al. (1996) proposed a way to do addition with DNA, initiating DNA-based problem computation that does not involve selection. Just as adding is a fundamental operation of computation, multiplication is another fundamental operation. Mapping mathematical operations to real processes is the notion behind our method to do multiplication using DNA molecules. We have found that hybridization could map to the process of bit-wise multiplication, thereby converting DNA hybridization into a real-world example of the abstract process of multiplication. We fulfilled this target by using DNA single strands as inputs and extended DNA duplex strands as outputs. The success of this method has been demonstrated amply above.
Scaling
Scaling is an important property to evaluate a method or the prototype of a method in DNA computation. Our system scales well in that the number of digits we could compute depends only on the resolution of a gel. Since a sequencing gel can distinguish DNA segments with 1 base differences, we could design the difference of each digit in a number to be a single nucleotide. To do that, we could use the same strand length to represent the same bit in different numbers. To resolve the results coming from different sources, we could do a second run of denaturing PAGE. As Figure 6 shows, we isolate the DNA strands in the specific band we want to analyze, using labeled W1 (or C1) to do primer extension, then run denaturing PAGE. The number of bands on the gel is the number in that digit. Thus, the scaling capability could refer to the length one could sequence a DNA. For long DNA, we could code restriction enzyme points into the sequence to truncate the DNA. In that case, the size of the numbers that could be multiplied would be virtually unlimited.
Parallelism
The key failing of both the system as described above and that of Guarnieri et al. (1996) is that they do not take advantage of the parallelism of molecular associations to solve problems that are not readily tractable to conventional computers. Nevertheless, it is possible to build an element of parallelism into this system, by enabling it to do many multiplications simultaneously. The complementary Parallel computation based on primary structure branching. Four parallel computations are shown, orange, red, blue and magenta. Following computation, the strands can be bound to specific loci on a DNA chip. Analysis proceeds on isolated spots from the chip. region of the strands in two input numbers could be characterized by its sequence, thereby labeling a particular multiplication. Thus, in principle, a lot of different computations could be preformed in one pot without undue interference among them, assuming that their complementary segments did not hybridize.
One way to realize parallel multiplication efficiently would entail adding an identification (ID) tag to the complementary region so that it can be recognized. This could be done in several ways, for example, by using an effective ''invader'' strand that binds more tightly to the complementary region than its DNA complement, for example, peptide nucleic acids (PNA) (Egholm et al., 1993) . Figure 7a shows an invading PNA strand that has a recognition tail sticking out of the complex. This tail could be recognized specifically and bound by a complementary strand on a DNA chip. All computation would be done in one solution and isolated by the DNA chip for readout, in much the same way that solutions are often cloned and then clones are picked (e.g., Faulhammer et al., 2000) ; however, in this case with a programmed chip, there would be no ambiguity as to which solution would be obtained.
An approach that is chemically more robust would be to add strands branched at the level of primary structure (e.g., Horn and Urdea, 1989) . A convenient way to do this today would be to insert an asymmetric branched unit (commercially available from Glen Research, Sterling, VA) at the start of synthesis of the common region. One would then add a particular 3¢ phosphoramidite to the half of the branch to be part of the multiplication, and a 5¢ phorphoramidite to the part that is to act as a unique ID label. Thus, if, say, CAG were added to the strand to be used, GAC would be added to the ID strand. Such an approach ought to be amenable to a Frank et al. (1983) style synthesis, which would add parallelism to synthesis, as well as to computation.
